Form I-140
Worksheet, P.1

Part 2, Petition type, check “b” for Outstanding Professor or Researcher.

Part 2, Petition type, check “d” for faculty with an approved Labor Certification. Cross out “or aliens of exceptional ability.”

Note: do NOT check both “b” and “d.” Only one box must be checked.

Part 3, Individual’s address in US or abroad where currently residing.

Part 3, If in the US, date of arrival, I-94#, status and expiration date refer to most recent entry. Information is on I-94 and/or I-797.

If outside US, put N/A in these boxes.

Be sure to put the full middle name. If none, put N/A.

Part 3, A# (Alien Registration number). This is NOT the I-94 number. Most individuals do not have an A number, which begins with A and is followed by 9 or 10 digits. Put N/A if the individual does not have an A number.